
Show Us Who You Are

Elle McNicoll

A neurodiverse twelve-year-old girl is

shown an amazing new technology that

gives her another chance to talk to the

best friend she lost. But she soon

discovers the corporation behind the

science hides dark secrets that only she

can expose.

Area 51 Interns: Alien Summer

James S. Murray & Carsen Smith

On the first day of summer vacation

twelve-year-old Viv Harlow just wants to

relax, but when a whole race of aliens

escape from the famous Area 51 where

her mom works, Viv and her friends will

have to gear up, work together, and

save their parents from alien abduction.
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Molly and the Machine

Erik Jon Slangerup

In the summer of 1983, kids of Far Flung

Falls are disappearing one by one,

including Molly's brother. Aided by a crew

of unusually determined pets, Molly sets

off to find her brother and discover who

the mastermind is behind the abductions.
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Recommended
Reads

MORE SCIENCE 

FICTION BOOKS:
The Wild Robot  I  J Brown

City of Ember  I  J DuPrau

Space Case  I  J Gibbs

The Lion of Mars  I  J Holm

The Last-Last Day of Summer

I  J Giles

We're Not From Here  I  J Rodkey

Weird Kid  I  J Van Eekhout

 
 
 

That’s okay! We all read at our own

pace and have our own likes and

dislikes. A librarian can help you find

a book that you will love. Ask us!

“These books aren’t
my thing!"

Science

Fiction

Trouble in the Stars

Sarah Prineas

A chase across the galaxy ensues when

a troublesome little shape-shifter runs

from the law, with safety, freedom, and

home at stake.
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https://cat.aurorapubliclibrary.org/polaris/search/title.aspx?ctx=1.1033.0.0.9&pos=1&cn=924752
https://cat.aurorapubliclibrary.org/polaris/search/title.aspx?ctx=1.1033.0.0.9&pos=1&cn=896059
https://cat.aurorapubliclibrary.org/polaris/search/title.aspx?ctx=1.1033.0.0.9&pos=1&cn=924719
http://cat.aurorapubliclibrary.org/polaris/search/title.aspx?ctx=1.1033.0.0.4&pos=3&cn=606459
http://cat.aurorapubliclibrary.org/polaris/search/title.aspx?ctx=1.1033.0.0.4&pos=2&cn=670137
http://cat.aurorapubliclibrary.org/polaris/search/title.aspx?ctx=1.1033.0.0.4&pos=1&cn=754205
https://cat.aurorapubliclibrary.org/polaris/search/title.aspx?ctx=1.1033.0.0.4&pos=1&cn=849499
http://cat.aurorapubliclibrary.org/polaris/search/title.aspx?ctx=1.1033.0.0.4&pos=15&cn=757515
https://cat.aurorapubliclibrary.org/polaris/search/title.aspx?ctx=1.1033.0.0.4&pos=2&cn=798439
https://cat.aurorapubliclibrary.org/polaris/search/title.aspx?ctx=1.1033.0.0.4&pos=5&cn=868860
https://cat.aurorapubliclibrary.org/polaris/search/title.aspx?ctx=1.1033.0.0.9&pos=20&cn=864212


Tim Possible and the Time

Traveling T-Rex

Axel Maisy

Tim and Tito are best friends whose

world gets upended when a time-

traveling T-Rex named Oskar suddenly

appears in Tim's backyard. When Tim

mistakenly gulps down Impossible

Juice, the boys find themselves not only

battling a loony, robotic lunch lady but

also Oskar's evil AI assistant. 

Children of Stardust

Edudzi Adodo

After stumbling upon a strange, golden

pyramid that imbues him with a legendary

power, Zero is recruited to take part in a

dangerous, intergalactic quest to track

down the infamous mask of the Shaman

King.
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Nothing Interesting Ever Happens

to Ethan Fairmont 

Nick Brooks

When Ethan runs into an abandoned car

factory to avoid a bully, he stumbles

across Kareem, Juan, and an alien

named Cheese. Cheese is stuck on

Earth in need of some serious repairs,

spicy snacks and total secrecy. That's

easier said than done when mysterious

agents descend on Ferrous City.
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Hana Hsu and the Ghost Crab

Nation

Sylvia Liu

In a near future where most adults are

connected to the multiweb through neural

implants, a twelve-year-old uncovers a

corporate plot to genetically manipulate

her classmates, and her scientist mother

may be involved in the conspiracy.
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Ace Takes Flight

Cory McCarthy

A new cadet in the Biological

Enhancement Systems Technology

(B.E.S.T.) program who is determined to

make his mark on the world, 11-year-old

Ace Wells discovers that he is not ready

when nothing goes as planned.
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Ruby Finley vs. the Interstellar

Invasion 

K. Tempest Bradford

Eleven-year-old Ruby, a Black girl who

loves studying insects, accidentally

captures an alien bug, but when the

creature escapes and starts wreaking

havoc around the neighborhood, it is up

to Ruby and her rag-tag group of friends

to find this new invasive species before

the feds do.
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The Area 51 Files

Julie Buxbaum

When Sky Patel-Baum is sent to live with

her mysterious uncle, she never imagines

she'll end up in Area 51, a top-secret

military base. Sky feels like she's landed

in a whole new world, even though she

hasn't left the planet. Because guess

what? Area 51 is full of aliens. Lots and

lots of aliens. But something even

stranger is happening in Area 51--aliens

are going missing. 
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Sneaks

Catherine Egan

A school project takes an alien turn when

three kids uncover a secret society whose

aim is to keep sneaks--mischievous

interdimensional sprites--from slipping into

our universe! 
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Mission Multiverse

Rebecca Caprara

During a school field trip to NASA, middle

school band geeks Dev, Austin, Tessa,

Isaiah, and Meryl are accidentally sent to

an alternate universe where they learn

that their own universe's destruction is

imminent.
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Freddy vs. School

Neill Cameron

Most robots get to build cars and save the

world. But Freddy's mom says he has to

go to school and learn stuff the human

way. The only problem is that it's really

hard to be human. And when he breaks

the rules too many times, Principal Javid

creates a Robotic Code of Conduct: no

super-strength, no lasers, no rocket

boosters. Now Freddy has three strikes

until game over: Expulsion.  
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Finn and the Intergalactic 

Lunchbox

Michael Buckley

When Earth is threatened by an invading

race of bugs called the Hunger, 11-year-

old Finn, his arch-nemesis, Lincoln, his

crush, Julep, and one pink unicorn

lunchbox become Earth's last best hope

against destruction.
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Last Gate of the Emperor

Kwame Mbalia

Enduring an isolated existence in

hardscrabble Addis Prime, a star

underground augmented reality gamer

finds his small family targeted by city-razing

monsters waging a galaxy-spanning war. 
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https://cat.aurorapubliclibrary.org/polaris/search/title.aspx?ctx=1.1033.0.0.9&pos=4&cn=910419
https://cat.aurorapubliclibrary.org/polaris/search/title.aspx?ctx=1.1033.0.0.9&pos=2&cn=924937
https://cat.aurorapubliclibrary.org/polaris/search/title.aspx?ctx=1.1033.0.0.9&pos=1&cn=924728
https://cat.aurorapubliclibrary.org/polaris/search/title.aspx?ctx=1.1033.0.0.9&pos=1&cn=924728
https://cat.aurorapubliclibrary.org/polaris/search/title.aspx?ctx=1.1033.0.0.9&pos=1&cn=924965
http://cat.aurorapubliclibrary.org/polaris/search/title.aspx?ctx=1.1033.0.0.4&pos=1&cn=885879
https://cat.aurorapubliclibrary.org/polaris/search/title.aspx?ctx=1.1033.0.0.9&pos=2&cn=924741
https://cat.aurorapubliclibrary.org/polaris/search/title.aspx?ctx=1.1033.0.0.9&pos=2&cn=924741
https://cat.aurorapubliclibrary.org/polaris/search/title.aspx?ctx=1.1033.0.0.9&pos=1&cn=924926
https://cat.aurorapubliclibrary.org/polaris/search/title.aspx?ctx=1.1033.0.0.9&pos=1&cn=896150
https://cat.aurorapubliclibrary.org/polaris/search/title.aspx?ctx=1.1033.0.0.9&pos=1&cn=901796
https://cat.aurorapubliclibrary.org/polaris/search/title.aspx?ctx=1.1033.0.0.9&pos=1&cn=870300
http://cat.aurorapubliclibrary.org/polaris/search/title.aspx?ctx=1.1033.0.0.4&pos=1&cn=836373
http://cat.aurorapubliclibrary.org/polaris/search/title.aspx?ctx=1.1033.0.0.4&pos=1&cn=836373
http://cat.aurorapubliclibrary.org/polaris/search/title.aspx?ctx=1.1033.0.0.4&pos=1&cn=836373
http://cat.aurorapubliclibrary.org/polaris/search/title.aspx?ctx=1.1033.0.0.4&pos=1&cn=864180

